FULTON

LEADING THE
WAY TO THE PAST

CONFERENCE

THE FIRST FAMILY HISTORY STUDENT
TO PERFORM GENEALOGICAL
RESEARCH IN CHINA

We had almost 600 students and faculty participate in the
2019 Fulton Mentored Learning Conference. Finish the crossword to discover the fascinating findings of their research.
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For BYU family history student Matthew Tyler, genealogy

is just as much about the future as it is about the past. During the summer of
2018, Tyler received a Mary Lou Fulton grant and became the first BYU family
history student to travel more than 7,000 miles to mainland China to conduct
genealogical research.
While walking the streets of western Chinese provinces during cultural
celebrations and winding his way to gravesites and libraries in search of genealogical records, Tyler experienced firsthand the urgency to reconnect families
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across the world and saw how looking for a familial past
can guide individuals in their personal identities for the
future.
TYING THE PRESENT TO CONNECTED PASTS

Almost 20 percent of the world’s population lives within
the borders of China. This number, however, does not
account for individuals of Chinese descent scattered
across the world.
When performing Chinese family history work, genealogists such as Tyler have to jump between this diasporic population and their ancestral homeland to tie an
individual’s family names into a jiapu, a Chinese family
lineage record that traces a family’s name and location
back thousands of years.
One of the main challenges in Chinese family history
is that names are changing in new and different ways.
While Chinese names have traditionally been changed by
altering the name’s characters, for those living outside of
mainland China, names are now changing phonetically.
THE POWER OF A NAME
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2
A socially unacceptable birth in the 19th century
3		
A physical activity that has a positive correlation in father-daughter
relationships
4
Volcanic glass found in Wolf Village, Utah
6		Parental problems in this monetary area lead to higher stress for
children
10
Screen time has little to no effect on children’s _____ skills
12
A major political party more likely to address environmental issues
13		87 percent of supporters of this political party voted for their own
party platform on taxes
14
Ancient pottery found in Utah Valley, part of a spinning wheel
15
A negative feeling associated with kissing on the first date
16
Wall art that is positively correlated with crime in Chicago
18		An acronym indicating grades, positively associated with physically
attractive people
19
Active _____ gaming increases physical health
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THE COLLEGE OF FAMILY, HOME, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Answers:
1. Hippocampus, 2. (across) Illegitimate, 2. (down) Iconography, 3. Sports, 4. Obsidian, 5. Rural, 6. Finance, 7. Conspiracy,
8. Religion, 9. Tourism, 10. Social, 11. Colony, 12. Democrat, 13. Republican, 14. Spindle, 15. Shame, 16. Graffiti, 17. Refugee,
18. GPA, 19. Video
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A part of the brain that transitions short-term memory to long-term
memory
2
The study of images and symbols
5		
People growing up in _____ areas are statistically more likely to
marry younger
7
A type of theory; ex: the earth is flat
8
Incorporating this belief system into therapy yields better results
9
Industry of travel to another place, possibly outer space
11
A society of honey bees, has an effect on gross state product
17		Someone displaced from their home and likely to experience
emotional distress in a new environment
Family History student Matthew Tyler (above, left) researched Chinese jiapu (two examples pictured above), a Chinese family lineage record, while in China last summer.

“I asked as many people as I could if they had a jiapu,”
recalls Tyler. He asked this question over and over in the
hopes that someone would mention a written document
that tied them to their ancestors.
“I want their connection. I want them to get tied into
the history of the names because the names are what
take you back thousands of years.”
While some individuals may have a professionally
written and published jiapu, small provincial villages still
have village historians who preserve the history of the
village and its families. With the masses moving to the
megacities and the village historians passing away, the
knowledge about cemeteries, ancestral halls, and jiapu
are in danger, making Tyler’s research on individual family
histories and jiapu even more essential.
Family history can be challenging regardless of where
you do it, but the end result is knowing your own ancestral
line and growing closer to those individual ancestors. “At
the end of the day, we’re left with who we are,” says Tyler,
“and it’s not a lonely position.”
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